In protein film electrochemistry a redox protein of interest is studied as an electroactive film adsorbed on an electrode surface. For redox enzymes this configuration allows quantification of the relationship between catalytic activity and electrochemical potential. Considered as a function of enzyme environment, i.e., pH, substrate concentration etc., the activity-potential relationship provides a fingerprint of activity unique to a given enzyme. Here we consider the nature of the activity-potential relationship in terms of both its cellular impact and its origin in the structure and catalytic mechanism of the enzyme. We propose that the activity-potential relationship of a redox enzyme is tuned to facilitate cellular function and highlight opportunities to test this hypothesis through computational, structural, biochemical and cellular studies.
Introduction
Jaroslav Heyrovsky´is widely credited with being the first to demonstrate the utility of dynamic electrochemistry. While studying electrocapillarity using a mercury drop electrode he established that the relationship between surface tension and electrode potential was sensitive to the identity of ions in the surrounding electrolyte. 1 This suggested that the flow of current in an electrolytic cell would provide insight into chemical and electrochemical processes occurring at the electrode and Heyrovsky´was quickly able to demonstrate that this was the case. Not only could reversible redox transitions of species in solution and adsorbed on electrodes be detected but redox coupled ligation and electrocatalysis could also be readily identified. Consequently there was much discussion of Heyrovsky´'s results and theoretical treatments of various electrochemical mechanisms emerged that allowed the relevant thermodynamic and kinetic parameters to be extracted from such data. Thus, this dynamic electrochemistry distinguished itself from potentiometric measurements of electrochemical potential at zero current, i.e., systems at equilibrium, and rapidly became established as a cornerstone of analytical methods.
Heyrovsky´received the 1959 Nobel Prize for Chemistry in recognition of his contributions to electrochemistry. 2 This was a time when the importance of electron transfer and electrocatalysis in biology, most obviously in respiration and photosynthesis, was attracting much attention. There was an understandable desire to apply dynamic electrochemistry to the study of redox active proteins. However, initial attempts frequently produced results that were hard to reconcile with those obtained in established biochemical analyses. The breakthrough came in the 1970s when three groups established conditions that allowed the native state of a redox protein to approach an electrode with sufficient proximity and the appropriate orientation to support facile and direct interfacial electron exchange. [3] [4] [5] Numerous proteins have now been studied by dynamic electrochemistry producing results that have quantified not only behaviour recognisable to the biochemical community but also new facets of protein activity.
A number of excellent reviews have described various aspects of protein electrochemistry, from the experimental details through to the information that it affords, e.g. ref. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Consequently, this Perspective takes the opportunity to highlight some of the challenges and opportunities we see arising from the current state of the art in the dynamic electrochemistry of redox enzymes. Our particular focus will be the relationship between enzyme activity and electrochemical potential. This relationship is most readily resolved when the enzyme of interest is adsorbed on an electrode surface in an approach termed protein film voltammetry (PFV) or protein film electrochemistry (PFE). Thus, we begin by introducing PFE of a nitrate reductase that provides a convenient focus for our discussions. We then consider the nature of the activitypotential relationship both in terms of its cellular impact and its origin in the structure and catalytic mechanism of the enzyme highlighting as we go along some areas where new insights would be beneficial.
Redox enzyme activities with protein-film electrochemistry (PFE)
A schematic of the PFE experiment as it may apply to the nitrate reductase NapAB that is located in the periplasmic compartment of a phylogenetically diverse number of bacterial species including the enteric bacterium Escherichia coli and the soil bacterium Paracoccus pantotrophus is illustrated in Fig. 1 . In essence, the protein of interest is adsorbed as a (sub-) monolayer film on an electrode surface. Within this film the protein molecules participate in direct exchange of electrons with the electrode and retain their biochemically recognisable functionality which for NapAB is the catalytic reduction of nitrate to nitrite. Electrodic reduction of NapAB is followed by the chemical oxidation of NapAB that accompanies nitrate reduction and this in turn allows more electrons to be delivered to NapAB from the electrode. The result is a continuous flow of negatively signed catalytic current with a magnitude that quantifies the rate of substratew reduction by the enzyme film at any moment, since Amperes can be related to the rate of substrate transformation through knowledge of the Faraday constant and the number of electrons required to turn substrate into product(s). Most significantly for this Perspective the relationship between enzyme activity and electrochemical potential may then be resolved with unprecedented resolution simply by measuring the catalytic current as a function of the potential applied to the electrode. The technical and conceptual considerations justifying this statement are detailed in a number of articles. 11, 14 A key point to stress here is that protein diffusion, much slower than events intrinsic to the catalytic cycle of an enzyme, is minimised if not excluded as a rate-limiting contribution to voltammetry when the protein is adsorbed on the electrode. The presence of non-rate limiting interfacial electron transfer can be confirmed experimentally and there are various approaches to ensure non-rate limiting transport of substrate(s) to the enzyme film such that the catalytic currents reflect the rates of events intrinsic to the catalytic mechanism of the enzyme.
Activity-potential relationships measured by PFE during steady-state nitrate reduction by NapAB purified from P. pantotrophus are illustrated in Fig. 2 . 15 These relationships, measured at pH 6 and 20 1C, raise several questions. Why does the catalytic rate display a bell-shaped dependence on electrochemical potential? Why are appreciable rates of nitrate reduction only detected over limited windows of electrochemical potential? Why does nitrate concentration impact on the relationship in the way it does? How do the relationships respond to change of temperature and pH or the introduction of other molecules? These questions can be addressed from various perspectives, for example, by considering structural features of the enzyme or its cellular function. They can also be formulated more generally to ask whether the relationship between activity and electrochemical potential has evolved via the structure and mechanism of the enzyme to allow the enzyme to contribute most effectively to cellular metabolism.
Whichever perspective is of particular interest it is apparent that insights will only arise when the information afforded by PFE is integrated with that from other studies. Thus, we take a moment here to consider the PFE of NapAB in the context of results from other biochemical and physiological experiments. The arrangement of redox cofactors in NapAB indicating the centre-to-centre distances (edge-to-edge distances in brackets). The structure of NapAB is that from R. sphaeroides (PDB accession code 1OGY) rendered with PyMol. w We use the term substrate to indicate a species transformed into product(s) by an enzyme rather than a solid material onto which other molecules are deposited.
P. pantotrophus NapAB is representative of a large family of heterodimeric nitrate reductases composed of the two subunits, NapA and NapB, for which a molecular description is provided by a crystal structure of the NapAB from Rhodobacter sphaeroides, Fig. 1 . 16 The site of nitrate reduction is a Mo-containing cofactor coordinated by NapA. Nitrate binds to Mo(IV) such that subsequent oxo-transfer produces nitrite and a Mo(VI)QO containing cofactor. Reduction of the Mo(VI)QO species coupled to protonation and loss of water returns the Mo(IV) state to complete the catalytic cycle that achieves the net transformation: NO 3 À + 2e
The structure of NapAB shows that the catalytically essential Mo ion is not located on the protein surface where it would be most readily accessible to nitrate and reductants, Fig. 1 . Instead the Mo is surrounded by polypeptide such that two additional features of the protein structure are key for catalytic nitrate reduction. The first is a funnel extending ca. 20 Å from the Mo through the polypeptide to the surface of NapA that allows exchange of nitrate, nitrite and water with bulk solution, Fig. 1 . The second is a chain of redox cofactors, comprised of an iron-sulphur cluster and two heme groups, extending from the Mo to the surface of NapB, Fig. 1 and 3 . Within this chain the neighbouring cofactors are separated by less than the 14 Å proposed as the upper limit to sustain physiologically relevant rates of long-range electron transfer. 17 Consequently the Mo ion, which would otherwise be insulated against facile electron exchange with anything except reductants that are small enough to diffuse directly into the active site, is able to exchange electrons with macroscopic redox partners via the surface exposed hemes in NapB. In cells of P. pantotrophus the macroscopic redox partner is the tetra-heme cytochrome NapC, Fig. 4 , but in the PFE experiment it is the electrode.
From the discussion above we would anticipate that the electrode will functionally mimic the role of NapC in delivering electrons to NapAB. Thus, the catalytic mechanism and kinetics seen in PFE are expected to correlate with those displayed by the enzyme in its cellular context. Absolute rates of NapAB nitrate reduction, i.e., the number of molecules of nitrate reduced per NapAB molecule per second, are not available from PFE experiments at present because the population of electroactive enzyme molecules is too small to be quantified by detectable signals in the absence of substrate. 15 However, variation of the catalytic rate with substrate concentration, and indeed other parameters, is readily defined by PFE and may be compared to the behaviour measured by other methods. The rate of an enzyme catalysed reaction is generally expected to increase and approach a limiting, maximal velocity (V max ) as substrate concentration ([S]) increases as is the case for NapAB nitrate reduction, e.g., Fig. 2 . This behaviour is encapsulated in the Michaelis-Menten equation,
, where K M and V max are characteristic of a given enzyme and its environment. PFE allows values of K M and the maximum catalytic current (i max V max ) of NapAB to be reported as a function of electrochemical potential and the former ranges from ca. 5 to 60 mM with a non-linear dependence on both the electrochemical potential and the maximum catalytic current at pH 6 and 20 1C, Fig. 5 .
To describe catalysis in the cellular context the MichaelisMenten equation is written with K M replaced by the Monod constant, K S , to reflect the impact cellular structure and transport mechanisms may have on catalysis by the enzyme of interest. For NapAB we do not expect there to be significant perturbation of K S from K M since the enzyme is present in the periplasm where there should be minimal restrictions to Fig. 3 The structure of NapAB highlighting the close proximity and 'wire-like' internal network of adjacent redox cofactors. A blue sphere of radius 14 Å is positioned at the centre of each cofactor to represent the maximum distance an electron is likely to traverse at rates sufficient to support nitrate reduction at the experimentally observed rate of ca. 100 nitrate molecules reduced per second. The structure of NapAB is that from R. sphaeroides (PDB accession code 1OGY) rendered with PyMol. nitrate/nitrite exchange with the extra-cellular medium where nitrate concentration can be measured to define K S . Indeed, NapAB nitrate reduction in P. pantotrophus is described by a K S o 15 mM that is in good agreement with the K M values from PFE. 15 This supports the prediction that NapAB has a similar catalytic behaviour in cells of P. pantotrophus as in the PFE experiment. However, exactly how K S should be related to the values of K M defined by PFE is unclear as the electrochemical potential experienced by NapAB in the cellular experiment is not known-a point we return to later in the discussion.
In the foregoing discussion we have assumed that the structure of NapAB resolved in the crystalline state is that adopted by the enzyme when it is adsorbed on an electrode. Certainly scanning probe microscopies have provided evidence that supports protein adsorption with retention of the dimensions resolved by structural methods. 18 However, for most enzymes studied by PFE there is little direct information available on the molecular structures or orientations adopted by the adsorbed proteins. For favourable combinations of electrode material and redox cofactor it is possible to use spectroscopy to correlate properties of the adsorbed proteins with the structural details resolved by X-ray diffraction and NMR methods e.g. ref. 19 and 20 . However, it is more generally the case that comparison of enzyme activity resolved by PFE to that displayed by solutions of the purified enzyme is invaluable.
Catalysis by purified redox enzymes is typically assayed by electronic absorbance spectroscopy. The activity of interest is coupled to oxidation (or reduction) of a redox dye that is present at sufficiently high concentration not to limit the rate of the reaction. A change of absorbance due to the redox transformation of the dye then reports on the rate of the activity of interest. With a few notable exceptions the change of electrochemical potential implicit in these measurements is largely ignored so that single values of K M and V max are reported for a given set of conditions. 15, 21, 22 Assays of P. pantotrophus NapAB employing methyl viologen as the redox dye yield K M values on the order of 150 mM and so somewhat larger than those from PFE. This may reflect the ability of the dyes, or the reductants such as dithionite or Zn present in these assays, to enter the channel leading to the active site and impede substrate access. 23, 24 Alternatively, the protein:electrode interface may impact on catalysis in a manner that cannot be achieved in a dye based assay, for example, by providing hydrophobic and/or electrostatic interactions that may mimic those found at the interface of a protein:protein complex that is productive in intermolecular electron exchange. Significantly, the variation of K M or i max (V max ) induced by change of pH or the introduction of an enzyme inhibitor is generally in good agreement for both solution assays and PFE. 15, [25] [26] [27] This supports adsorbed and solution states of NapAB displaying very similar catalytic behaviour even if there are differences in the exact values assigned to kinetic constants.
A discussion similar to that presented here for NapAB, where the description of activity resolved by PFE is in line with the properties resolved by other methods, can be prepared for many other enzymes. Thus, as we turn to address the implications and origins of the activity-potential relationship we will move forward with the premise that (a) the structural details provided by crystallographic and solution methods are relevant to describing the structure studied during PFE and (b) the activities defined by PFE are at least no worse than those from classical homogeneous assays of purified enzymes when it comes to considering the properties of these enzymes within living cells.
Electrochemical potential as a determinant of electron flux through respiratory quinoldehydrogenases-a mechanism for exerting metabolic control over redox enzyme activity
The system comprised of NapAB together with NapC is one of many that serve to impart respiratory flexibility on Paracoccus species. 28 This flexibility allows colonisation of diverse and changing environments since it provides multiple ways to transfer energy from catabolic events to the energy demanding anabolic processes that result in the production of new biomass. Key to this energy transfer is the formation of ATP which occurs as a direct consequence of the transmembrane proton gradient maintained by the activities of respiratory enzymes that redox cycle the quinone/quinol-pool, e.g., Fig. 4 . Quinone (Q) is a small freely diffusible molecule, entrapped in the cytoplasmic membrane, which is reduced to quinol (QH 2 ) in a two-electron process coupled to catabolic events involving oxidation of a wide range of organic and inorganic molecules. QH 2 -dehydrogenases such as NapC then allow QH 2 oxidation to be coupled to the reduction of terminal electron acceptors in processes that serve to recycle the Q-pool and that may contribute to the conservation of electrical energy as a trans-membrane proton gradient to drive ATP synthesis.
In Paracoccus it is redox cycling of ubiquinone (UQ) and ubiquinol (UQH 2 ) (E m,7 E +0.08 V) that links catabolic events to the reduction of terminal electron acceptors. 28 When the NapABC system is present, during aerobic respiration where O 2 is the terminal electron acceptor, so are two additional routes for QH 2 oxidation, namely, a cytochrome bo 3 quinol-oxidase and the cytochrome bc 1 -complex that delivers electrons to cytochrome aa 3 -and cbb 3 -type oxidases via cytochrome c, Fig. 4 . These oxidases reduce O 2 to water and from a thermodynamic standpoint their activities would seem to offer the opportunity to harness more energy in the form of a transmembrane proton gradient than is possible from QH 2 -dependent nitrate reduction (E m,7 (O 2 /H 2 O) E +0.8 V, E m,7 (nitrate/nitrite) E +0.4 V). Consequently, the presence of an active nitrate reductase alongside multiple oxidases during aerobic respiration has been a puzzle to microbiologists.
To gain insight into why NapABC may be present alongside these cytochrome oxidases we have considered the possible flux of electrons through each enzyme during growth of Paracoccus. This flux will reflect two factors. The total amount of enzyme present in a catalytically competent state, defined by mechanisms of genetic control and post-translational modification, and the activity of this enzyme, defined by its biochemistry. Both genetic and biochemical studies have provided evidence that the cytochrome bo 3 quinol-oxidase has a cellular role that is distinct from that of the cytochrome bc 1 -dependent oxidases. 29, 30 The bc 1 -complex, cytochrome c and the aa 3 -and cbb 3 -type oxidases are always present when O 2 is available to support respiration. By contrast, synthesis of the cytochrome bo 3 UQH 2 -oxidase requires the presence of not only O 2 , but also more highly reduced molecules as organic substrates for the catabolic processes that feed electrons into the UQ-pool. Thus, cytochrome bo 3 is present during aerobic growth on the short-chain fatty acid butyrate for which full oxidation to CO 2 may deliver up to twenty electrons into the UQ-pool and assimilation to the mean biomass composition (CH 2 N 0.25 O 0.5 ) generates reductant. 31 However, the presence of cytochrome bo 3 is much lower during aerobic growth on malate (or succinate), for which full oxidation can supply only twelve (or fourteen) electrons and assimilation to the mean biomass composition consumes electrons. [29] [30] [31] We have found that the electron donating capacities of the catabolic substrates impact directly on the UQ/UQH 2 ratio in the membrane, i.e., the redox-poise of the UQ-pool. For P. pantotrophus HPLC analysis of the UQ-pool shows it to be substantially more reduced during aerobic growth on butyrate than during aerobic growth on succinate. This is particularly striking when it is noted that detectable activity from the cytochrome bc 1 dependent oxidases is observed when the fraction of UQH 2 increases above 10% whereas a UQH 2 content above 30% is required for similar activity of the cytochrome bo 3 UQH 2 -oxidase, Fig. 6 . 29 Thus, the mechanisms for biochemical (metabolic) and genetic (hierarchical) control of the activity of cytochrome bo 3 reinforce each other. Growth on more highly reduced compounds not only triggers synthesis of cytochrome bo 3 but also increases the fraction of UQH 2 in the membrane such that it exceeds the threshold needed to detect significant activity from the cytochrome bo 3 that is present. Physiologically, it is notable that P. denitrificans exhibits marked di-auxic growth characteristics when grown on the mixture of succinate and butyrate with the former substrate consumed first and then butyrate being consumed with the concomitant increased synthesis of the NapABC system to facilitate redox balancing. 32 How then do the catalytic properties of the NapABC system fit into this picture? We are not aware that NapABC activity has been measured as a function of the UQ/UQH 2 ratio in membranes. However, the results from PFE should be relevant here. The UQ/UQH 2 ratio in the cytoplasmic membrane will give rise to an electrochemical potential, E, defined by the Nernst equation, E = E m (UQ/UQH 2 ) + 43
where T is the temperature. When the fraction of UQH 2 in membranes of Paracoccus increases, for example from 30% to 80%, the potential imposed by the UQ-pool is predicted to drop from ca. 0.09 to 0.06 V, Fig. 6 . PFE shows that the activity of NapAB increases significantly when the potential drops below ca. +0.10 V, Fig. 2 , leading to prediction that in Paracoccus the NapABC system will be active only when growth is supported by molecules that feed more electrons into the UQ-pool than succinate. Indeed, plotting the data in Fig. 2 after using the Nernst equation to convert the electrochemical potential to the fraction of UQH 2 shows that NapAB activity increases significantly as UQH 2 rises above 30%. This then ties in with the consequences of genetic regulation that produce maximum levels of NapAB during aerobic growth on butyrate. [31] [32] [33] Thus, biochemical and genetic control of NapAB activity reinforce one another in a parallel scenario to that describing the activity of cytochrome bo 3 . We note here that PFE predicts K M values below 15 mM for the electrochemical potentials that are likely to be experienced by NapAB in vivo, Fig. 5 , and so in good agreement with the K S value derived from cellular studies. 15 The observations outlined have led us to propose that the electrochemical potentials over which the activities of QH 2 -dehydrogenases move between negligible and maximal values are tuned to reinforce their cellular function. 15, 34 To understand why Paracoccus increases the activities of cytochrome bo 3 and NapABC in response to a lower redox poise of the UQ-pool we must consider the contribution of each QH 2 oxidising system to conserving the energy of catabolism, Fig. 4 . For each UQH 2 oxidised by the two cytochrome bc 1 dependent cytochrome oxidases six protons are added to the transmembrane proton gradient. The activity of cytochrome bo 3 contributes four protons to this gradient for each UQH 2 oxidised while NapABC contributes none. Thus, the activities of NapABC and cytochrome bo 3 appear designed to prevent the build up of an excessive transmembrane proton gradient when the fraction of UQH 2 exceeds a certain level. Indeed, we anticipate that the activity of the cytochrome bc 1 dependent oxidases will drop above a certain ratio of UQH 2 to UQ since both molecules are substrates for the enzyme. 35 These combined effects will increase electron flux through the cytochrome bc 1 independent respiratory reductases such that excess electrons are vented from the UQ-pool without contributing to the transmembrane proton gradient. This is consistent with a redox balancing system that operates to poise the aerobic respiratory electron transport system to maximise the rate of cellular growth.
We have seen that the activities of NapABC and cytochrome bo 3 result in less complete coupling of energy transfer between catabolic and anabolic processes. Thus, our hypothesis is that the modulation of the activities of these enzymes imposed by the electrochemical potential of the UQ-pool complements genetic control to ensure that the energy released in catabolic processes does not go to waste unnecessarily. A number of studies have shown that growth yields (grams of cell produced per mole of substrate consumed) are lower than predicted from considering the thermodynamics of the catabolic and anabolic events such that the ability to waste energy is intrinsic to cellular life, e.g., ref. [36] [37] [38] . However, growth yields have been found to vary in response to change of environment in a manner that suggests a key element of microbial respiration is the ability to spill, or dissipate, excess energy at a rate appropriate to the prevailing conditions. Thus, the tuning of QH 2 -dehydrogenase activities to allow their cellular activities to be modulated by a change of the electrochemical potential imposed by the redox-poise of the Q-pool may provide a rapid, first-line of response to environmental change.
PFE of additional enzymes provides further support for our hypothesis. The NarGHI system which couples UQH 2 oxidation to nitrate reduction is essential to supporting anaerobic growth of Paracoccus using nitrate as its terminal respiratory electron acceptor. 28 In contrast to the Nap system, the Nar system is expressed and active during anoxic, rather than oxic growth conditions 31 and so does not have to compete with the oxidases for electrons from the quinol pool. NarGH activity appears at potentials ca. 0.08 V more positive than required for NapAB activity 39 such that as little as 1% UQH 2 in the membranes will drive nitrate reduction by NarGHI. NarGHI differs from NapABC in that it catalyses UQH 2 oxidation and nitrate reduction on the opposite sides of the membrane, Fig. 4 . Consequently, and unlike NapABC, NarGHI contributes to maintaining a transmembrane proton gradient. Thus, it makes sense that this energy-conserving nitrate reductase, like the cytochrome bc 1 -dependent oxidases will have its activity-potential relationship tuned so that very few electrons need to accumulate in the UQ-pool before activity is switched on. The activities of the nitrate reductases and oxidases discussed above also nicely illustrate how the extent of energy conservation is determined not by the difference in reduction potentials of the donor/acceptor couples, or indeed the operational potential of the terminal reductase, but rather by the extent to which the enzyme allows electron transfer to be coupled to the generation of proton motive force.
Beyond Paracoccus, many microorganisms, including E. coli, synthesise multiple quinones. Synthesis of these quinones is regulated in response to growth conditions. Ubiquinone is predominant when succinate serves as electron and carbon source and O 2 as respiratory electron acceptor. However, anaerobic growth leads to a predominance of menaquinones (MQ) that may mediate electron transfer from formate dehydrogenase to the nitrate or nitrite reductases. 40 The reduction potential of MQ/MQH 2 (E m,7 E À0.07 V) is lower than that of UQ/UQH 2 so we anticipate that lower potentials will be required to see appreciable activities from the MQ-, than UQ-, dependent enzymes. Certainly, activity from the E. coli penta-heme nitrite reductase, NrfA, a MQH 2 -dependent system is only detected below ca. À0.07 V. 41, 42 In this light it is striking that potentials below ca. À0.30 V are required to see any appreciable activity from the assimilatory nitrate reductase (Nas) of Synechococcus elongatus. 34 These potentials are too low to be engaged by the Q/QH 2 -pool. However, they are ideally poised to be engaged by the low potential ferredoxin redox partner that receives electrons from photosystem I. 43 Thus, it may be a general phenomenon that the activity-potential relationship of a redox enzyme is tuned to complement potentials imposed by the redox poise of the electron transfer partner and so facilitate cellular function.
That electrochemical potential, via the redox poise of the Q/QH 2 and NAD(P) + /NAD(P)H-pools, contributes to metabolic regulation as we propose should perhaps not come as a surprise since its role in genetic regulation is wellestablished. 40, 44, 45 Testing our hypothesis requires that enzyme activities and electrochemical potentials are correlated in the cellular context. In the first instance, the activities of periplasmically facing enzymes such as NapAB will be most readily measured in chemostat cultures where the rates of substrate consumption and/or product formation can be determined by analysis of the extracellular medium. Rapid sampling of the culture followed by Q/QH 2 extraction and HPLC analysis provides one route to define the redox status of the Q-pool. Alternatively a Q-electrode allows for continuous monitoring of the Q/QH 2 redox poise through polarographic analysis of exogenously added ubiquinone-1 that equilibrates with the cellular Q-pool. 46 There is clearly also scope for developing an in vivo reporter of the Q/QH 2 -ratio analogous to the green fluorescent protein variants that report the redox poise of aqueous compartments. 47 
The molecular basis of activity-potential relationships tuned to reinforce cellular function
The proposal that the activity-potential relationships displayed by QH 2 -dehydrogenases, and perhaps all oxidoreductases, are tuned to reinforce cellular function implies these relationships are characteristic of a given enzyme and its environment. For the enzymes studied to date this is indeed the case. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] Multi-dimensional representations of activities as a function of electrochemical potential, pH, temperature and the concentrations of both substrates and inhibitors/activators provide a 'fingerprint' of activity that is unique to each enzyme and that must originate in its structure. Conservative substitutions of single amino acids can redefine these fingerprints 21, 48 but to appreciate the multitude of ways in which this may occur requires an understanding of the parameters underpinning redox catalysis.
To account quantitatively for the activity-potential relationship requires that the catalytic mechanism and relevant rates are resolved across the potential domain. This is not immediately achieved by the descriptions of enzyme catalysis proposed by Michaelis and Menten. However, their approach is readily extended to include steps that describe redox events and so a dependence of the catalytic rate on electrochemical potential. 12, 39, 49 In the simplest case the activity of a reductase would be expected to be negligible at more positive potentials since the fully oxidised enzyme lacks reducing equivalents that can be passed to substrate. Lowering the potential into a critical domain related to the reduction potentials of centres in that enzyme will significantly increase the population of reduced, catalytically-competent enzyme. Thus, reductase activity is expected to increase in a sigmoidal fashion reflecting a Nernstian increase in the population of reduced and active enzyme.
In reality many factors combine to determine the precise range of potential over which activity varies between negligible and maximal values. This is readily illustrated by considering a catalytic cycle for substrate reduction that is dependent on the presence of two redox centres, Scheme 1. One of these centres is associated with the active site and participates directly in substrate reduction while the second centre relays the electrons required for catalysis to the active site from the physiological redox partner or electrode. Both centres undergo singleelectron redox transformations and the substrate is reduced by one electron to form product. Steady-state analysis of Scheme 1 relates activity to potential through an equation that includes the reduction potentials of the relay and active site redox centres in addition to the indicated rate constants. 12, 49 While all combinations of these parameters produce a sigmoidal dependence of activity on potential the details of the relationship vary, e.g., Fig. 7A and B.
The activity-potential relationships in Fig. 7 differ only in the values of the rate constant (k intra ) for intra-molecular electron transfer between the relay and active site redox centre; k intra c k cat and k intra E k cat in panels A and B respectively. From this it is clear that both the ratio of k intra to k cat and Scheme 1 A mechanism for electrocatalytic reduction of a singleelectron substrate by an enzyme with redox centres involved in substrate reduction within the enzyme active site and electron relay. Rate constants appearing in the steady-state expression for the activity-potential profile arising from this mechanism are indicated and K M = (k off + k cat )/k on . substrate concentration may impact on the potential window over which the activity varies from a negligible to maximal value. This potential window can be quantified by the potential of steepest gradient, E cat , in the activity-potential relationship, Fig. 7C . At 1 mM substrate for both k intra c k cat and k intra E k cat the value of E cat lies close to À0.1 V, i.e., the reduction potential of the active site. Here the activity-potential relationship approximates to a Nernstian description of the percentage of enzyme with the reduced active site that is capable of substrate reduction. For the case where k intra c k cat , the value of E cat is displaced to increasingly positive potential as the substrate concentration is raised, Fig. 7A and C. This reflects substrate binding to the reduced form of the active site raising its apparent reduction potential in a manner analogous to the familiar shift of B60 mV per pH unit characteristic of singleelectron transfer coupled to binding of one proton. For all substrate concentrations when k intra c k cat the value of E cat reflects the apparent reduction potential of the active site and there is negligible impact of the electron relay site on the activity-potential relationship. This is in contrast to the case when k intra E k cat . Now, the value of E cat tends towards the reduction potential of the electron relay site (À0.2 V) as substrate concentration increases and the rate-limiting events of catalysis become increasingly associated with intramolecular electron transfer from the relay to active site, Fig. 7B and C.
These examples illustrate how activity-potential relationships reflect a combination of thermodynamic and kinetic parameters describing the catalytic cycle. Each of these parameters is defined by multiple structural features. Interactions with solvent water, local hydrogen bonds, longer range chargecharge or charge-dipole interactions and conformational change triggered by the reaction contribute to defining reduction potentials. The difference in reduction potential, reorganisation energy, separation and the nature of the intervening medium defines rates of intramolecular electron transfer while substrate binding and transformation will be defined, respectively, by rate constants reflecting movement of the substrate/product to the active site and the energetics of the pathway linking substrate(s) to product(s). These parameters are clearly inter-related such that the activity-potential relationships are a rich, and as yet relatively untapped, source of information on the relationship between the structure and functional properties of redox enzymes that are ripe for addressing by both experimental and computational approaches.
Returning to NapAB in this light, it is apparent that Scheme 1 is unable to account for the peaked activity-potential relationship displayed during nitrate reduction, Fig. 2 . While NapAB may not experience potentials sufficiently negative to engage the attenuated rate in vivo, Fig. 6 , it is clearly of interest to account fully for the activity resolved by PFE. Understanding the molecular basis of NapAB activity may also inform the studies of other enzymes that display peaks of activity in the potential domain as described by Le´ger and Bertrand, 13 Elliott et al. 50 and references therein. The pentaheme nitrite reductase NrfA, synthesized during anaerobic metabolism of nitrate and nitrite under electron-acceptor limited conditions, is one of these enzymes. 41, 42, 51 During nitrite reduction at low substrate concentrations (1.7 mM) the activity-potential relationship displayed by NrfA contains a plateau of maximal activity such that the relationship can be described by two Nernstian responses; one, centred on E cat , describes the onset of activity and the second, centred on E switch , describes the attenuation of activity at increasingly negative potentials, Fig. 8A . A nitrite concentration of 1.7 mM is well below the K M values for all potentials where NrfA has significant nitrite reductase activity so that the reduction potentials of the enzyme cofactors may inform on the redox transformations that modulate the activity. 20 The value of E cat correlates with E m of the active site heme while E switch has a value close to the reduction potential of the lowest potential relay, Fig. 8B . Thus, for NrfA it appears that the attenuation of activity at low potentials reflects formal reduction of a site positioned some distance from the active site. 52 One mechanism by which a change of oxidation state could change the rate of a reaction is through a change in the products of reduction. Multiple products have been reported for reduction of nitrite by various heme proteins. [53] [54] [55] To assess if this is the case for NrfA the consumption of electrons and nitrite was correlated for films poised at À0.15 and À0.40 V where activity is maximal and attenuated, respectively, Table 1 . At both potentials six electrons were consumed for every nitrite reduced suggesting ammonium as the product of nitrite reduction. This was confirmed by quantifying the ammonium produced by films poised at À0.15 and À0.40 V, Table 1 , such that the difference between the maximal and attenuated rates of NrfA nitrite reduction must be attributed to a change in the rate-defining event associated with nitrite ammonification.
Given that NapAB reduces nitrate to nitrite by oxo-transfer to Mo(IV) it is unlikely that the product of the reaction changes in response to a change of electrochemical potential. Modulation of the catalytic rate by a change in the orientation of the enzyme on the electrode or differential flux through distinct routes for electron transfer to the active site cannot be ruled out. 56 The surface of the enzyme would be likely to play an important role in defining the activity-potential profile in such cases. However, very similar activity-potential profiles are displayed by enzymes of the same family, including NapAB, that have high homology around their active sites and redox cofactors but little homology on their surfaces. 15, 57, 58 Thus, we consider it more likely that the attenuated rate of NapAB nitrate reduction arises from a change of rate-defining event within the intrinsic mechanism of the enzyme. Unambiguous description of the NapAB activity-potential relationship into two Nernstian components is prevented by its peaked nature. Comparing the relationship to the reduction potentials of the [4Fe-4S] 2+/1+ cluster and hemes of NapAB suggests that the oxidation state of the former centre may be responsible for defining the catalytic rate, Fig. 2 . However, in the absence of information on the catalytically relevant reduction potentials of the Mo 15, 39, 59 it cannot be ruled out that this behaviour arises from Mo-based redox chemistry in a situation analogous to that proposed for the active site redox chemistry of succinate dehydrogenase and NarGH. 39, 60 An opportunity to resolve contributions of the various cofactors to the activity-potential relationship is provided by the ability of P. pantotrophus to insert W into NapAB in place of Mo. 61 Specific contributions made by Mo(W) to the activity-potential relationship may then be resolved by virtue of the systematic differences displayed by isostructural Mo/W complexes; namely, faster rates of oxo-transfer from substrate to W(IV) than Mo(IV) and a lower E m for W than Mo for a given couple. 62, 63 NapAB substituted with W (W-NapAB) purifies in the same manner and has the same electrophoretic properties as the Mo containing enzyme indicating that there are minimal differences in the structure and charge of these enzymes. W-NapAB retains the peaked activity-potential relationship of Mo-NapAB but displays a higher ratio of maximal to attenuated activity, Fig. 9A and B. Differences in the activities of these enzymes are also evident in the K M values of 19 AE 5 mM and 38 AE 6 mM at À0.4 V for W-and Mo-NapAB, respectively, and of 6 AE 3 mM and 22 AE 5 mM at the peak potential for W-and Mo-NapAB, respectively. The slightly lower K M values of the W-as compared to Mo-enzyme coincide with the relative behaviours of the W-/Mo-containing selenate-and trimethlyamine oxide reductases 64, 65 but is in contrast to the very similar K M values displayed by the W-and Mo-containing forms of the membrane associated nitrate reductase of Pyrobaculum aerophilum.
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At low nitrate concentrations E cat is more negative for W-than Mo-NapAB, Fig. 9C . These are conditions where E cat is most likely to reflect reduction potentials of the active site and so the results are consistent with a contribution to E cat from the reduction potential of a W couple that is lower than its Mo equivalent. 62, 63, 67 At higher nitrate concentrations the values of E cat converge, while there is negligible difference in E switch values for Mo-and W-NapAB at any nitrate concentration, Fig. 9C . Thus, substituting W for Mo produces subtle changes in the activity-potential relationship without perturbing its defining characteristics. By contrast, single amino acid substitutions in the catalytic subunit of R. sphaeroides NapAB can significantly alter this relationship. 21 Relative to NapAB the attenuation is much less pronounced for Q384N, M153A displays a boost rather than attenuation of activity while R392A produces only modest changes in the activity-potential relationship. The maximal activities of all three variants are comparable to that of the native enzyme but the K M values are raised 4-, 10-and 200-fold in Q384N, M153A and R392A, respectively, demonstrating a compromised ability to bind, rather than reduce, nitrate. Q384 and M153 are positioned close to the Mo while the side chain of R392 is located ca. 9 Å away, Fig. 10 . Their substitution impacts on the reduction potentials of the [4Fe-4S] 2+/1+ and heme cofactors and so presumably also on those of the Mo centre. Thus, rates of intramolecular electron transfer may also be altered. Consequently the properties of these variants reinforce the inter-related nature of the parameters The difference between initial and final concentrations in the electrochemical cell as determined colorimetrically by the Griess reaction. 78-80 c The difference between initial and final concentrations in the electrochemical cell as determined by quantification of the product through its stoichiometric reaction with o-phthalaldehyde to produce a fluorescent isoindole. underpinning the activity-potential relationships and the challenge that accounting for these relationships at the molecular level represents.
As yet there is no consensus on the molecular mechanism that gives rise to the activity-potential relationship displayed by NapAB. Details of the specific mechanisms that have been proposed can be found in a number of papers 13, 15, 21, 39 and we present the discussion above to stimulate further interest in accounting for activity-potential relationships at the molecular level. Experimental approaches that resolve enzyme states structuro-spectroscopically across the potential domain will be valuable. This may be achieved by optically transparent electrodes or opaque electrodes and vibrational spectroscopy, e.g., ref. 19, 20 and 68 . However, there is also much scope for contributions from computational methods. The oxo-transfer chemistry of Mo (and W) has been extensively analysed by DFT, e.g., ref. 62, 63 and 69 and references therein. However, there has been little consideration of the proton coupled electron transfer that accompanies the Mo(VI)QO to Mo(IV) transformation, nor the possibility of a rate-defining role for the Mo(V) oxidation state in catalysis. Extending the calculations to consider the complete enzyme structure through QM/MM approaches is likely to be particularly informative. Activation energies for nitrate reduction by NarGH and Nas are ca. 37 and 12 kJ mol À1 , respectively, 70 and similar values describe Fig. 9 Comparison of the activity-potential relationships displayed by NapAB (black) and W-substituted NapAB (red). (A) Activitypotential profiles for catalysis in 5 mM nitrate, pH 6, 20 1C with E cat and E switch indicated for Mo-containing NapAB. (B) The ratio of maximal to attenuated activity as a function of nitrate concentration. (C) Variation of E cat and E switch with nitrate concentration. Fig. 10 Comparison of the active site region of NapA from E. coli (PDB: 2NYA), 84 D. desulfuricans (PDB: 2NAP) 85 and R. sphaeroides (PDB: 1OGY). 16 Amino acid numbering is as for R. sphaeroides NapA and the molybdopterin groups of the molybdopterin guanine dinucleotide (MGD) Q-and P-cofactors are indicated. Structures were superimposed relative to the structural coordinates of the D. desulfuricans protein using the crystallographic analysis program 'Superpose' from the CCP4 program suite (version 6.0.2). Structural overlay R.M.S. deviation was 1.37 AE 0.02 Å 2 for 703 AE 1 conserved residue C a atoms. An Mo-OH x species is resolved in the molybdenum coordination spheres of both the E. coli and D. desulfuricans NapA structures, as is a 'conserved' water molecule hydrogen-bonded to K56. Inset is the active site of NapA from R. sphaeroides seen from the protein surface. The Mo-OH x site lies directly at the bottom of a narrow substrate conducting channel. NapAB nitrate reduction at its maximal and attenuated rates, ca. 45 and 53 kJ mol
À1
, respectively, Fig. 11 . The activation energies for nitrate reduction of functional analogs of the Mo active site are several orders of magnitude greater than those of for the catalysed reaction emphasising the contributions of the complete protein to defining the catalytic rate and, by implication, mechanism. To account fully for activity-potential relationships it will be necessary to couple active site chemistry to intramolecular electron transfer in addition to incorporating potential dependent interfacial electron transfer. We are not aware that this has been done yet. But QM/MM approaches that model intramolecular electron transfer in a manner that parallels Marcus theory may prove valuable in moving to this goal. [71] [72] [73] 
Closing remarks
We have chosen to focus on the steady-state activity-potential relationship of NapAB to illustrate the types of information afforded by PFE and their possible implications. However, we should not close without two further comments. PFE is not limited to the study of steady-state catalysis. Equivalent Perspectives could be written on the use of PFE to detect and elucidate non-steady-state catalysis in addition to noncatalytic redox events. In the former case this may afford insight into the mechanisms of metallocofactor assembly and protection against O 2 damage. 70, 74, 75 It is also stimulating to see PFE expanding rapidly to provide fresh insight into integral membrane proteins incorporated within electrode supported bilayers that may be synthetic or part of living cells. 76, 77 Thus, we are confident that PFE will continue to inform and stimulate studies of redox proteins for some time to come.
